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ABSTRACT. There is growing evidence that alt ernat ive earthquake mechanisms other
than shear failure are possible. In particular, seismic events with non-shearing corn-
porients are expected to occur in close vicinity to the mining faces, where favourable
couditions for generation of shear failures with tensile compouents are present. The
moment teusor approach is in this respect the most general one. A moment tensor
can be decomposecl iuto an isotropic part, a compensated Iinear vector dipole and a
clouble couple. The ratio of S- to P-wave euergy radiated from mine treruors, on the
other hand, is in many cases anomalously 10w, and the high P-wa-ve energy tremors
are exp ecí.ed to be generated by the sources with prominent non--elouble-couple COlU-

ponents as estimated from the moment tensor solutions.
The relevant data, the source mechanism and the energy ratio, were available for

1.58 seisrnic events which occurred at Ziemowit coal mine (63 events), Wujek coal
mine (38 events) and Rudna copp er mine (22 events) in Poland, and Western Deep
Levels gold mine in South Africa (35 eveuts).

The double-couple (DC) component of the scurce mechanism forms in most cases
60-90 p ercent of the solution, though more prominent nou -double-couplc compo-
neuts are also observed. There is a strong negative correlation between the DC and
compensated Iinear vector dipo1e (CLVD) and DC aucl isotropic components, ch ar-
acterizecl by the correlation coefficient as high as -0.9, ancl not 50 clear positive
correlation between the CLVD and isot.ropi c componeuts with the corre1at.ion co effi-
cient equal to 0.6. The relations between the ratio of S- to P-wave energy and the
indieators of a DC, a CLVD and an isotropic cornponents in the general solution are
not as str aightforward as might be expected. Although there is a positive correlat ion
b etween the ellergy ratio ancl the DC inclicator, anclnegative correlations between
the ratio and the CLVD and isotropic inclicators, the correlation coefficients in all
three cases are sinali, not. exceeding 0.4.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent results from earthquake focal mechanism studies inclicate growing evi-
dence that alternatíve mechanisms other than shear failure are possible. The most
prominent cases of what appear to be a.nomalous focal mecha.nisms are reported
from stuclies of seismicity inclucecl by mining. The results from stuclies based on
first-motion polarity ancl racliation pa.tterns were reviewecl by Gibowicz (1990).
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A more general approach to this problem is based on the moment tensor in-
version. Moment tensors clescribe completely, in a first orcler approximation , the
equivalent forces of general seismic point sources. A moment tensor can be decom-
posed into an isotropic part, a compensatedlinear vector dipole and a double couple.
Such a decomposition seems to be the most interesting one for source stuclies of
seismic events induced by mining. The isotropic component of the source mech-
anism corresponds to a volumetric change, the compensated linear vector dipole
corresponcls to a sort of uniaxial compression, ancl the clouble couple corresponcls
to a shear failme. The application of this technique to loea1 seisrnic events is a rel-
atively recent innovation, and a few works only have been published so far that are
related to the use of moment tensor inversion in stuclies of seismic events induced
by mining [Sato, Fujii 1989; Fujii, Sato 1990; Wiejacz 1991; 1992; Feignier, Young
1992; McGarr 1992]. These were reviewed by Gibowicz (1993).

Speetral analysis of seismie waves, on the other hand, has become a standard
technique used in studies of seisrnic events incIuced by mining. A study of the source
parameters of seismic events at the Heinrich Robert coal mine in the Ruhr Basin,
Germany, provicles some evidence for non-clouble-couple events [Gibowicz et al.
1990]. It has been founcI that the ratio of S- to P-wave energy ranges from 1.5 to
30 for selected tremors .occurring in a cluster , The high P-wave energy events are
thought to be the most likely candidates for non-double-couple events. A similar
result was also found in a study of the samce parameters of seismic events inc1ucecl
by the excavation of a shaft in granite at the Underground Research Laboratory in
Manitoba, Canada [Gibowicz et al. 1991]. The observed high P-wave energy events
were most probably the events with non-double-couple focal mechanisms, implying
tha.t shear failures with tensile components were generated by the excavation of the
shaft.

The investigations reported here are focused on a search for relations between
source mechanism and the ratio of S over P wave energy for seismic events induced
by mining. We expect to show that the high P-wave energy tremors are generated
by the sources with prominent non-double-couple components, as estimated from
the moment tensor solutions. Such seismic events are expected to occur in close
vicinity to the active mine faces, where favourable conditions for the generation of
tensile failures 01' shear failures with tensile components are obviously present. If
this is the case, then a comparatively simple calculation of P- and S-wave energies
would provicle an indication of the mode of failure in the source of seismic events
iuduced by mining, when the full moment tensor inversion could not be performed.

The relevant data, the source mechanism and the energy ratio, were available for
158 seismic events which occurred at Ziemowit ancl Wujek coal mines and Ruclna
copper mine in Paland, and Western Deep Levels gold mine in South Africa. The
analyses were performed on the digital seismic data which were available from each
mme.

2. DATA

The relevant data were collected frorn various sources. The data from Ziemowit
and Wujek coal mines were taken from recent publication [Gibowicz, Wiejacz 1994],
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the data from Rudna copper mine were collected from unpublishecl reports [Gibow-
iez et al. 1994; 1995], ancl the data from Western Deep Levels golcl mine were
obtained cluring my visit in 1993 to the rss Internationa! Ltd. in Welkorn, South
Afriea. In Table 1 the nurnber of seleetecl events ancl their range of moment mag-
nitude [Hanks, Kauarnori 1979] are listed.

TABLE 1. List of data sourees.

N ame of the mine Mine Data Magnitucle References
code nurnb. range

Ziemowit ZMT 63 1.4 - 2.4 Gibowiez aud Wiejacz (1994)
Wujek vVJK 38 1.1 - 2.2 Gibowiez ane! Wiejaez (1994)
Western Deep Levels vVDL 35 -0.2 - 3.1 New unpublishecl data
Rudna RDN 22 1.7 - 3.6 Gibowiez et aI. (1994, 1995)

The seismie events selected for investigation oeeurrecl between J anuary and July
199:3 at Ziemowit and Wujek mines, mostly in 1994 at Rudna mine, and the seismic
event s selected from Western Deep Levels are those from April 1993, which formed
a swarrn-Iike seismic sequence cornposed of four rnainshock-aftershock sequenees.

The nurnber of digital seismie stations at p ar ti cular mines rangecl from 12 to 22
(Table 2). Adclitiona.lly, 7 ana.logue-recordecl st ations are in operation at Ziemowit
mine and 2 analogue stations are in operation at Wujek mine. All seismic net-
works at Polish mines are composed of vertical-component sensors only, whereas
all seismic stations at Western Deep Levels have three component sensors.

TABLE 2. Correlation coefficients betweeri source
meehanisrn and the logarithrn of the energy r atio

Mine Number of Correlation
eode stations eoefficient

DCT CLVD ISO

ZMT 15 0.31 -0.32 -0.34
'VJK 12 0.26 -0.28 -0.25
WDL 22 0.55 ·-0.41 -0.47
RDN 15 0.32 -0.35 -0.24
AU 0.36 -0.36 -0.32

3. THE SOURCE MECHANISM

There are various methocls of inversion for moment teusor compouents. The in-
version can be donein the time or frequency domain, and clifferent data can be used
separ ately 01' in combination. These problerns were recently reviewed by Gíbowiez
(1993). The main clifficulty in the moment tensor inversíon is a proper calculation
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of Green's functions for geologically complex media. The Green's function is in
general different for different displacement components and takes clifferent values
for particular stations. The sirnplest approach in the time dornain is to use directly
the samce radiation formulation for P, SV 01' SH waves. This approach was used
by Wiejacz (1991, 1992, 1995), who also calculated all moment tensor solutions for
selectecl seismic events at Ziernowit ancl Wujek mines [Gibowicz, Wiejacz 1994] ancl
at Rudna mine [Gibowicz et al. 1994; 1995J.

The inversion of moment tensors for seisrnic events selectecl from Western Deep
Levels was performed by the author in the interactive mode of the ISS data pro-
cessing system, clescribecl by Mendecki (1993). The inversion in the ISS system is
done in the time domain. The input data contain the polarities of P waves and
the values of the spectrallow-frequency level from P, SH and SV waves. The in-
put data also contain quality indices, clescribecl in some detail by Mendecki (1993).
Normalized values of the spectrum quality index are usecl as the weighting func-
tion for the inversion. In principle, all spectral amplitucles provided by the spectra
with prescribed quality indices are accepted for the calculations. Seismic stations
located at the surface are the only exceptions because of the free-surface ancl site
effects. From such stations the spectral level from SH waves only is acceptecl, and
the amplitude is clivicled by two to account for the free-surface enhancement.

The general moment tensor solutions were clecomposed into an isotropic part, a
compensated linear vector dipole and a double couple. The volumetric component,
in a general solution, is the ratio of its value to the sum of absolute values of all
three p arts in a clecomposecl moment tensor. Its negative values clenote implosion.
Similarly, the compensatecl linear vector clipole component (CLVD) is the ratio of
its value to the same sum, and the double couple component is the ratio of its value
to the sum. The sign of CLVD depends on whether the dipole is compressive 01'

clilatationaI.
The reIation between the isotropic and double couple components is shown in

Fig. 1, between the CLVD arid doubIe couple cornponents is presented in Fig. 2,
and between the isotropic and CLVD comp onents is displayecl in Fig. 3. Their
absolute norrnalized values are between O (01' O percent) ancl 1 (01' 100 percent).
The correlation coefficient in the first two cases is rather high, -0.9, whereas in
the third case it is only 0.6. In general, for about 80 percent of seismic events the
double couple component forrns more than 60 percent of the solution. Similarly, for
about 75 percent of seismic events the CLVD component is smaller than 20 percent
of the solution, ancl for about 75 percent of the events the volurnetric component
is also less than 20 percent of the general solu tion.

4. SOURCE MECHANISM AND THE ENERGY RATIO

The integrál of the square of the grouncl velocity is a clirect measure of the energy
fl.ux of P 01' 5' waves. The energy fl.ux, in turn, is a measure of the energy radiated in
the P ar S waves which can be calculated from the relation derived by Boatwright,
and Fletcher (1984). The simplest calculation ať the energy flux is clone in the
frequency clornain, following the methocl described by Snoke (1987), which is usecl
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Fto . 1. The isotropic component versus the double eouple component of
the general moment tensor solution for seleeted seismic events.
The data from particular mines are markecl by different symbols
and the number of observations ancl the correlation coefficient
are also indicated.
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here. Thus, the racliated seismie energy of Pand,) waves was estirnated directly
from the integral of the square of the ground veloeity divided by tbe radiation
eoeffieient.s corresponc1ing to various seismie sensors at selected mines, obtainecl
from moment tensor solutions.

It was found that the correlation between the logarit.hm of the energy ratio ancl
the source mechanism components is more cl.istinct than that between the energy
ratio and the mechanism. The relation between the logarithm of the energy ratio
and the double couple component for selected seismic events is shown in Fig. 4,
between the ratio and the CLVD component is presented in Fig .. 5, anc1between the
ratio and the isotropie component is displayed in Fig. 6. The correlation coeffieients
for the three relations are marked in figures and are listecl in Table 2. In the same
table the correlation eoeffieients for data sets from the four mines are also listecl.
The data set. from Western Deep Levels (WDL), where three-component seisrnic
sensors are in operation , seems to be of the best quality ancl is eharacterized by the
highest values of the correlation coefficients.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The relations between the ratio of 5- over P-wave energy and the indicators of a
double couple eomponent, a compensated Iinear veetor dipole ancl an isotropic part
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FIG.3. The isotropic component versus the CLVD component of the
general moment tensor solution for seleded seismic events.
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FIG. 4. Logarithm of the ratio of 8-wave over P-wave energy versus the
clouble couple cornponent of the general moment tensor solution
for selectecl seismic events. The data from particular mines are
marked by different symbols ancl the number of observations
and the correlation coefficient are also indicated.

in the general solution are not as straightforward as it was expected. Although there
is a positive correlation between the energy ratio ancl the clouble-couple inclicator,
ancl negative correlations between the ratio and the compensated linear vector
dipole ancl volumetric change iridicators, the correlation coefficients in all three
cases are srnall, not exceecling 0.4. The general tenclency, however , points into right
cliredion. On the avel'age, the high values of the 8- over P-wave energy ratio are
associatecl with seismic sources with dominant clouble couple components.

Shoulcl this be a case, then a comparatively simple calculation of P> and 8-wave
energy woulcl provicle an indication of the mode of failure in the source of seismic
events induced by mining, when the full moment tensor inversion could not be per-
formed. It should be noted that in most cases only single-component seismograms
were available for this study, and that this could well be an important factor in
our approach to a sear ch for non-shearing components of the source m.echanism of
seismic events induced by mining.

Ackrrowle.dgrn ent s. The new data from Western Deep Levels were collected dur-
ing my 6 month consulting work at the ISS International Limited in Welkom in
1993. I am grateful to Dr. A. J. Mendecki, Managing Director, for his interest,
assistance aud perrnission to use these data in the study and to his st aff for their
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